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q To reduce the impact of Global Warming on susceptible developing
countries that the Technology industry contributes, efforts should focus
on reducing energy consumption.

q Utilize Model/Simulation techniques (Deep Reinforcement learning 
(DRL) and Graph Neural network (GNN) ) and low-cost sensors for 
Smart System Solution that collects data to predict the likelihood of 
anomalies like power failure and performing contingency simulations

q GNN models HVAC systems while DRL trains the GNN model. User 
Interface for inputting model details and return feedback and 
anomaly prediction scores

Current design capable of modeling and simulating a 2-Floor Data center

q We would like to realize 1% CO2emission reduction by presenting a
system that aims to:
1. optimize energy demand
2. reduce overall costs
3. enhance operational efficiency

Test Result Value
Training Accuracy 0.911
Testing Accuracy 0.907
Training ROC_AUC 0.724
Testing ROC_AUC 0.728

q To determine the effectiveness of a
system, tests were performed to
evaluate the effectiveness focusing on:

1. The GNN model
2. Performance Tuning of DRL

q SkOpt slightly outperforms HyperOpt, HyperOpt
has higher potential because of state saving
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Table of GNN Model Tests

Table of Performance Tuning of the DRL agent

A 3D model of a “smart data center” under study. The data 
center design is inspired by Open Compute Project (OCP)

q A major 
contributor of this 
consumption, as 
seen in Server 
Farms and Data 
Centers, is 
temperature 
management, 
responsible for up 
to 40% of energy 
consumption.

q While the carbon footprint of developing nations has yet to 
reach alarming levels, a strategic approach is still necessary to 
best maintain optimal connectivity and analytics


